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Blackboard Help

Collaborate Ultra Resolved Issues - Sept 2016

The following issues from the previous known issues have been resolved.

Resolved Issue Status

Issues related to ARIA labels, color contrast and focus areas. Fixed

Participants and presenters need a first time user experience tour appropriate for them. Fixed

The number of current participants and names conveyed using the heading structure do
not match. The number of participant names that are announced in JAWS as headings is
greater than the number of actual participants.

Fixed

Simplifying drawing with the whiteboard pencil can be sluggish. It sometimes locks up the
tab. Fixed

JAWS is not focusing within the “Present” menu used to set away and present status. Users
can’t use the arrow keys to navigate through the menu. JAWS is also announcing multiple
unlabeled controls when using Internet Explorer .

Fixed

Not all buttons in the Session menu are being announced properly when using JAWS
Navigation Quick Key "B".

Closed - No fix 

Other Quick Keys
work. For
example: Tab
and "I".

Pass the language pack locale code from Blackboard Learn. Fixed

Thumbnails aren't updated in the Share Content panel when switching from one
PowerPoint  presentation to another. Fixed

Repeating sessions don't appear as upcoming sessions for session owner. Fixed

See an IO Error when running a recording query in Files Management. Fixed

Unable to save edits to an LTI Collaborate course room. The Save button is not active. Fixed

Fixed
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Recordings don't include when a whiteboard, PowerPoint presentation, or file have been
shared.

start_recovery.sh submits the same .ctrl file multiple times to same mcu for processing. Fixed

Lips are not syncing correctly in recordings. Fixed

Reporting data in SAS is not consistent. Fixed

Recording information in SAS takes an unusually long time to access. Fixed


